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I. INTRODUCTION
As a new type of power generation following the solar

power technology, wind power has achieved rapid
development in many countries in recent years.

The feature of randomness and fluctuations restricts wind
power to be networked, which leads to a high percentage of
abandoned wind phenomenon, caused huge economic losses.
Improve the accuracy of wind electric power prediction can
effectively promote wind power to be consumed.

Wind power forecast has been a lot of literature to be
studied, including physical forecasting methods, statistical
forecasting methods, learning prediction method and
combination forecasting method. Xiuyuan Yang, Yang Xiao
and Shuyong Chen made a research based on time series and
neural network to predict the wind speed, and achieved a
good accuracy; Jun-fang Li introduce four gray models to
predict the average wind speed in 1 hour intervals, and
pointed out that the traditional GM (1,1) model has higher
accuracy than other models in terms of achieving a higher
forecast of wind power; Jifu Qian proposed a short-term
forecasting method based on least squares support vector
machine, using historical wind data, pressure, temperature as
input, wind and environmental conditions for training,
predictive modeling, grid search method to determine the
model parameters.

In this article the neural network is introduced to predict
the wind power, using Statistical regularities to identify and
revise the singular value of original sequence. BP neural
network is applied to predict wind power. A single
population genetic algorithm is introduced to optimize the
weight value and threshold value of the BP network (SGABP)
to overcome the issues of the slowly convergence speed and
easy to fall into local optimum of BP neural network. Taking
the premature of genetic algorithm (GA) into account, a
multi-population genetic algorithm is constructed to to
optimize BP network prediction model, the MPGABP model
improves the SGABP model by adding immigrants operator
and artificial selection operator; Besides, we improve the
generalization ability of system in the machine learning
methods, through using the noise sequence method to avoid
over-fitted.

II. BP NETWORK ALGORITHM

BP neural network is one of the most widely used
network model in the study of neural network, the use of
negative gradient descent algorithm, effectively overcome
some of the problems which the single-layer perceptron can
not solve. BP neural network which contains only a input
layer, a hidden layer and output layer, has a strong
approximation ability [4][5] and is widely used in forecasting,
pattern recognition, signal processing and many other fields.

A. BP network algorithm
BP (Back Propagation) algorithm is based on the

minimum mean square error learning rule. Provide a suitable

sample set
},{},...,,{},,{ 2211 qq txtxtx

to the network,

where qx indicates the input of the network, qt represents of
the corresponding correct target output. Using the minimum

mean square error between the actual output qa and the

target output qt of the network to adjust the weights value
and thresholds of network. As shown in the following
formula:
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Approximate gradient descent algorithm can be
expressed as:
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B. BP neural network deficiencies
A network model can be evaluated in terms of computing

time, the complexity of network topology, the efficiency of
the algorithm. Based on above mathematical theory analysis,
one conclusion can be draw that BP neural network has a
more rigorous theoretical support, forward conduction of
signals in the network and error back propagation is very
clear. However, due to the BP neural network is a network
model based on the negative gradient descent algorithm,
inevitably , there are some disadvantages:

(1) Cannot escape from the local minimum. BP learning
rule which based on the negative gradient descent method is
to calculate and minimize the mean square error. Gradient
descent process is likely to fall into a local minimum value
and could not get out of the shock phenomenon as a result of
error surface has many minimum points.

(2) A long time to learn and slow convergence rate. The
shock phenomenon will lead to BP neural network to
increase learning time and slow down the convergence rate
in the training process, In extreme cases, may also lead to the
network does not converge. Besides, weight adjustment in
the training process may also let the activation function come
to a situation of saturation, correspondingly the adjustments
of the value of the right almost at a standstill status, thus
extending the training time.

C. Improved BP Neural Network technology
• additional momentum BP algorithm

Additional momentum BP algorithm using a momentum
factor (0 <z <l) based on BP algorithm, the expression can be
shown as follows:
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• variable learning rate BP algorithm
In the traditional BP algorithm and additional momentum

BP algorithm, the learning rate of weights and thresholds are
fixed. The choice of the learning rate is a more sensitive
issue for the learning algorithm, If the learning rate is too
large, the algorithm may produce shock; if learning rate is
too small, it is possible to make the speed of algorithm is too
slow to convergence. The main idea of the variable learning
rate BP algorithm is:

When concentrated in the entire sample, the mean square
error decreases gradually, weights and threshold correction is
in the right direction, then you can increase the learning rate,
the learning rate α is multiplied by the incremental factorη ;
When the mean square error increases and exceeds a certain
value, the correction is in the wrong direction, the learning
rate α should be reduced, so that the learning rate
α multiplied by the reduction factor ρ .

Learning rate correction can be shown as follows:
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• intelligent optimization technology
Currently, there are many ways of using artificial

intelligence optimization method, Such as: Holland proposed
genetic algorithm (Genetic Algorithm), [6] Kirkpatrick
proposed simulated annealing algorithm (Simulated
Annealing) [7], Dorigo introduced the ant colony algorithm
(Ante Colony optimization) [8], particle swarm optimization
(Particle Swarm Optimization) proposed by Kennedy and
Eberhar [9] and so on.

III. GENETIC ALGORITHM

In the above-described optimization methods, the
combination of neural network and genetic algorithm is more
well-known. The genetic algorithm consists of the following
components:

A. chromosome coding
The parameters of practical problems can be mapped to

individual chromosomes by encoding in the genetic
algorithm. Coding problem is of great value for the search
capabilities of the algorithm and the diversity of the
population. Originally coded by binary form which is
composed by a string of digits 0 and 1, the main advantage is
the mapping algorithm in the encoding and decoding process
is simple, easy to implement.
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B. Selection Operator
Selection operator is used to eliminate maladjusted

individual and retain high-quality individuals based on the
assessment of the fitness of each chromosome to adapt to the
environment. The commonly used method of selecting can
be described as the following categories: roulette wheel
selection, ranking selection method, the expected value
method.

C. crossover operator
The crossover operator is to select two individuals from

the population, through the combination of two individual
chromosome genetic exchange to generate new individuals.
During the cross process, random selection of one, two, or
with consistent cross strategy are allowed. By using
crossover operator in the Genetic Algorithms, the
information of individual chromosomes in the population can
be exchanged, which may result in the quality of individual
which constitutes a new point in the search space, the search
ability of the genetic algorithm has been significantly
improved.

D. The mutation operator
The mutation operator is to choose an individual from the

population to change the gene of chromosomal on one
location to produce a new individual. The mutation operator
makes some location of the gene of a single individual
chromosome for random change, which not only improves
the local random search capabilities, but also maintains the
diversity of the population.

E. fitness function
In the genetic algorithm, the fitness function is used as a

standard to assess the merits of individual of the population.
The fitness function plays an important role in affecting the
performance of the algorithm. In practice, the objective
function of the problem is directly mapped into a fitness
function, thus individual fitness value can be calculated by
the fitness function, available to genetic manipulation and
zoom fitness function can effectively control the strength of
selection operator in genetic operator.

IV. GENETIC ALGORITHM TO OPTIMIZE BP
When using the genetic algorithm to improve BP neural

network, at first the weights and threshold values of BP
neural network   are mapped to individual chromosomes
of the population, then using floating-point numbers to
encode the individual, collection of populations which
consists of weights and thresholds repeated iterations until
the termination condition is reached through genetic
manipulation. Thus we obtained a more excellent weights
and threshold values  , and then give it to the neural
network, which solves the problem of randomly selected
value and the threshold value of the BP neural network.

Using genetic algorithm to optimize BP neural network,
can follow these steps:

(1) Set the BP neural network structure, initialize the
network weights and threshold, converted it into individual
chromosome of genetic algorithm;

(2)Initialize parameters of genetic algorithm including
population size, crossover probability and mutation
probability and the number of iterations;

(3)Evaluate the fitness of each individual in the
population;

(4)Genetic manipulation including selection operation,
crossover and mutation;

(5)If the results do not meet the conditions, return to the
previous step. Otherwise, let the optimal results back to the
BP neural network as the initial weights.

(6)BP neural network experiment, get the conclusion.
A single population genetic algorithm is introduced to

optimize the weight value and threshold value of the BP
network (SGABP) to overcome the issues of the slowly
convergence speed and easy to fall into local optimum of BP
neural network.

V. MULTI-POPULATION GENETIC ALGORITHM TO
OPTIMIZE BP NEURAL NETWORK

Premature convergence phenomenon can not be ignored
in the genetic algorithm, mainly manifested in all individuals
in the population tends to be the same and stop the evolution,
as a result the algorithm cannot give a satisfactory solution
ultimately.

To improve the deficiency of GA, a variety of population
genetic algorithm (multiple population GA, MPGA) can be
used to instead the conventional standard genetic algorithm
(SGA).

Through using multiple populations with different
control parameters, MPGA taking the global search and local
search into account, makes up the balance ability of global
search and local search caused by the value of single for
SGA crossover probability Pc and mutation probability Pm.
Various groups are independent in SGA model. Through the
use of immigration in MPGA, the best individual in the
source populations is used to instead the worst individual in
the target population, thus contact the various groups.

Taking the premature of genetic algorithm (GA) into
account, a multi-population genetic algorithm is constructed
to optimize BP network prediction model, the MPGABP
model improves the SGABP model by adding the immigrant
operator and artificial selection operator.

VI. MACHINE LEARNING SYSTEM GENERALIZATION
ABILITY TO IMPROVE

BP neural network training the network through the
learning of existing data, as a result the nonlinear model is
base on the existing data, when it is used to forecast the
unknown input, due to no previous similar data, the network
has a lower recognition ability to the unknown input data,
which reduces the generalization performance of the system.
In order to prevent the neural network model over-fitted for
the training set, add white noise in the original training
samples to train the network.

VII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Using the wind electric power data of January 1998 of
one certain district to analysis the above three models. To
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make the input information of the network contains more
information of wind power, we use 3 days of wind electric
power data as a network input samples, the fourth day of
wind electric power data as the output of network, to build a
total of 28 samples. Select the top 27 as historical data, to
train the neural network. The last sample is used to test the
prediction accuracy of the network. Using BP neural network,
SGABP network, MPGABP network three ways to predict
the wind power, results and error can be show in table1.

Figure 1. Forecast results

The results is also described in Figure1 and Figure 2.

We can see from Table 1 and Figures 1,2 ,through a step-
by-step improvement, the maximum prediction error ranges
from 23.6% of the BP network, reduced to 11.1% of the
SGABP network ,to less than 2% of the MPGABP network,
indicating that the three prediction methods based on
artificial intelligence has a better prediction accuracy for the
wind power prediction.

Comparing three methods listed above and through the
above analysis, a conclusion can be drawn that BP model is
simple and easy to implement, but has a relative lower
prediction accuracy. The accuracy of SGABP model is
improved compared with BP model, but the time complexity
of SGABP is relative high. The MPGABP model has the
highest prediction accuracy, but takes a long time, that is to
say, the time complexity of MPGABP model is very high.
Specific practical application should take the time
complexity of one method, the prediction accuracy of it and
performance indicators into account to assess a particular
algorithm.

Figure 2. prediction error

VIII. SUMMARY

Artificial intelligence including neural networks, genetic
algorithms can be applied to many practical problems. In this
article artificial intelligence algorithms are used to wind
power prediction. BP model, SGABP model and MPGABP
model is introduced step by step to forecast wind power.
Adding noise can prevent over-fitted of the network, which
improves the generalization ability of the system.

BP neural network is applied to predict wind power. A
single population genetic algorithm is introduced to optimize
the weight value and threshold value of the BP network
(SGABP) to overcome the issues of the slowly convergence
speed and easy to fall into local optimum of BP neural
network. Taking the premature of genetic algorithm (GA)
into account, a multi-population genetic algorithm is
constructed to optimize BP network prediction model, the
MPGABP model improves the SGABP model by adding
immigrants operator and artificial selection operator; Besides,
we improve the generalization ability of system in the
machine learning methods, through using the noise sequence
method to avoid over-fitted.

Artificial intelligence is of great value for wind power
prediction and other areas.
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